
            

             PHILOSOPHY: our Human Operating System 
 

                                "It's not fair!"   "Good job."   "Why can't I do that?"  "You should eat more vegetables." 
     

                               These statements, which seem to have nothing in common, are all based on beliefs,  
                                      values, and judgement. These statements are all philosophical expressions. 

 
According to the City University of New York's website, "philosophy is a combination of two Greek words, 
philein sophia, meaning lover of wisdom". Philosophy celebrates all kinds of thinking and provides a 
'wholeness' about knowledge, recognizing that our beliefs about things are connected, and form the 
foundation of our epistemology or 'how we know what we know'. 

 
Discussions about philosophy are often considered 'academic' or pointless, and are generally avoided yet, 
as demonstrated above, philosophy forms the foundation of the way we view the world and act in it.  It also 
forms the foundation of how we believe people-in-society ought to act. 

 
Philosophy covers: morals and ethics (which we all have, whether we articulate them or not). It also covers 
beliefs, values, and reasoning or logic; and the questioning of our assumptions about all of them - known as 
critical thinking. 

 
Philosophy guides all learning, including what we determine is important to learn or whether we want to learn 
at all.  Sadly, we are systematically denied a pursuit of the 'love of wisdom' in our basic mandatory school 
years. Rather than teaching us how to learn, or simply to love to learn, we are instead trained to accumulate 
and memorize facts, followed by dehumanizing testing to demonstrate retention.  But memorizing is not 
understanding. It does not help us become caring or creative problem solvers.  It does not help us listen or 
value each other's contributions to a collective community project.  Aren't these skills at least as important as 
remembering how to multiply?  (We can do that on a calculator anyway.) Testing kills our creativity…but we 
can revive it!  We are never too old to learn, or to learn to love wisdom.   

 
Socrates was a philosopher who loved to ask questions and to encourage others to ask questions.  Socrates 
was not necessarily looking for answers. Instead, he often asked questions to understand how people think. 
Socratic questions, like the ones below, help us to understand each other:    

 • Why do you think that? • What do you mean by that? • Why is this question important? • Could you put that another way? • What do you think is the main issue here? • Could you expand upon that point further? • Why would someone make this assumption? • Could you give me an example of what you mean? • What assumptions can we make based on this question? • Does this question lead to other important issues and questions? 
 

As we will explore in the Moral Courage document, sometimes simply asking questions requires a great 
deal of courage. Although there is such a glut of information that it's difficult to make sense of it all, a lot of 
people are threatened when we ask questions…about the information, about beliefs or values and even 
about accepted norms, commonly called 'the status quo'.  

 
But how can we learn if we don't ask questions? How can we grow if we don't question our own beliefs? How 
can we build a satisfying life if we don't determine what is valuable to us? 
 
"The man who views the world at 50 the same as he did at 20 has wasted 30 years of his life."  
                                                                                                                                             - Muhammad Ali 



   WHAT IS PHILOSOPHY GOOD FOR? 
       

    Philosophy helps us: 
 • create meaning. Meaning guides our 

values, and values guide our lives. 
 • bolster our courage. People of all ages, 
all around the world, have endured and 
survived extremely difficult situations 
because of their beliefs. 
 • trust ourselves – our knowledge, our 
reasoning, and our beliefs! – and also to 
trust others, even when their beliefs are 
different from ours. 
 

• understand identity: personal, group, 
national, global! 
 • recognize and address our desire to feel 
we have control over our lives, and help 
us grapple with our constant dual needs 
for autonomy and belonging  
 • interpret the world through different 
perspectives. We don't have to assume 
the perspectives, but understanding 
them can help us listen, understand, and 
'walk a mile' in someone else's shoes

Moral Foundations Theory (MFT)  www.moralfoundations.org 
 

MFT was created by a group of social and cultural psychologists, including Jonathan Haidt, to 
understand why morality varies yet shows many similarities and recurrent themes. In brief, the theory 
proposes the concept of “intuitive ethics” used to construct cultural virtues, narratives, and 
institutions around the world. They consider these as universal moral foundations: 

1) Care / harm: 
This foundation is related to our 
long evolution as mammals with 
attachment systems and an ability 
to feel (and dislike) the pain of 
others. It underlies virtues of 
kindness, gentleness, and 
nurturance. 

 
2) Fairness / cheating: 
This foundation is related to the 

evolutionary process of reciprocal 
altruism. It generates ideas of 
justice, rights, and autonomy. [Note: 
In our original conception, Fairness 
included concerns about equality, 
which are more strongly endorsed 
by political liberals. However, as we 
reformulated the theory in 2011 
based on new data, we emphasize 
proportionality, which is endorsed 
by everyone, but is more strongly 
endorsed by conservatives] 

3) Loyalty / betrayal: 
This foundation is related to our 
long history as tribal creatures able 
to form shifting coalitions. It 
underlies virtues of patriotism and 
self-sacrifice for the group. It is 
active anytime people feel that it’s 
“one for all, and all for one.” 

 
3) Authority / subversion: 
This foundation was shaped by our 
long primate history of hierarchical 
social interactions. It underlies 
virtues of leadership and 
followership, including deference to 
legitimate authority and respect for 
traditions. 

 
4) Sanctity / degradation: 
This foundation was shaped by the 
psychology of disgust and 
contamination. It underlies religious 
notions of striving to live in an 

elevated, less carnal, more noble 
way. It underlies the widespread 
idea that the body is a temple which 
can be desecrated by immoral 
activities and contaminants (an idea 
not unique to religious traditions). 

 
5) Liberty / oppression: 
This foundation is about the feelings 
of reactance and resentment people 
feel toward those who dominate 
them and restrict their liberty. Its 
intuitions are often in tension with 
those of the authority foundation. 
The hatred of bullies and 
dominators motivates people to 
come together, in solidarity, to 
oppose or take down the oppressor. 
We report some preliminary work on 
this potential foundation in this 
paper, on the psychology of 
libertarianism and liberty. 

 
 

 

To explore more ideas in philosophy, check out the Morals in Brief, JUDGE, VALUE, 
and BOUNDARIES documents; or the reading list at the back of this book! 


